Preface

With a digital revolution sweeping across the world and China's new strategy for
cloudifying millions of enterprises, we can see great opportunities ahead for B2B services,
which provide stability for operator growth and a driving force for structural adjustment .
Operators are gaining new chances to extend their traditional private line connections to
services such as enterprise campus, cloud IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS, further promoting the
growth of private line services.
Meanwhile, campus network and service, ICT service, and enterprise application
cloudification requirements are complex, and connection service volume is increasing
exponentially. This means operators are also facing fiercer challenges.
This document aims to guide the construction of a campus-oriented target transport
architecture and open cooperation ecosystem based on industry digitization. This, in
turn, will help build a solution that helps operators seize new opportunities and provide
network, cloud, and service integration optimized for enterprise campus, healthcare,
education, industrial manufacturing, hotel , and supermarket experiences, realizing new
B2B service growth. This solution will be:
• Wireless: Providing high-quality Wi-Fi transport experiences for high-density, IoT,
enterprise office, and traffic burst scenarios
• Premium: Constructing a campus-oriented simplified, ultra-broadband, and optimalexperience transport architecture and solutions
• Cloudified: Building a target architecture of network-centric cloud aggregation and
cloud-network synergy oriented toward cloud-based transport , and building an
industrial cloud ecosystem that provides solutions to meet various cloud requirements
• Intelligent: Building an intelligent management and control platform with open platform
architecture based on big data and AI to provide intelligent O&M capabilities for campus
transport networks
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1.1 Changes and Challenges
1.1.1 Digital Transformation of Enterprises
With the new generation of digital revolution sweeping the world, enterprises are actively combining their industry expertise
with cutting-edge technologies to reshape their business models. IDC predicts that by 2020, half of the world's 2000 largest
enterprises will be enhancing their products, services, and experience through digitalization. Enterprise digital transformation
poses challenges to campus networks in terms of network connectivity, IT system cloudification, and services, requiring
adaptation.

Ubiquitous Connections Anytime, Anywhere
Figure 1-1 Large number of dispersed connections

With the rapid development of new technologies and
popularization of BYOD, mobile office and wireless access
are emerging. Users want to move freely and be able to
work anytime, anywhere. Wi-Fi is widespread in enterprise
c a m p u s e s a n d a l l i n d u s t r i e s . A ro u n d t h e w o r l d , t h e
percentage of office Internet users who access the Internet
using Wi-Fi exceeded 80% in 2017. Network connections have
been extended from office to production and from people to
things. It is predicted that 100 billion new connections will
form around the world by 2025, and wireless networks must
adapt.
In achieving the goal of providing ubiquitous connections,
campus network construction faces the following challenges:
The most pressing need is to provide extensive wireless
coverage, allowing devices of different types and users of

different roles to access enterprise network resources in
different scenarios anytime, anywhere.
In high-density access scenarios such as conference halls
and stadiums, Wi-Fi reception must be available over the
entire area and provide stable access.
In addition, packet loss, delay, and jitter requirements of
real-time services, such as video and voice, must be met to
ensure good user experience.
Finally, as a user moves from one place to another, the
access control and service policies for the user must
dynamically migrate with them. Currently, many policies on
the network are manually configured and cannot quickly
respond to user requirements or ensure consistent service
experience.

Ubiquitous Connections Anytime, Anywhere
In the coming 5 to 10 years, enterprises will increasingly deploy IT systems and applications in the cloud. It is predicted that
nearly all enterprises will use the cloud and 85% of enterprise applications will be deployed in the cloud by 2025. With the
cloudification of enterprise IT systems, enterprise IT networks are no longer limited to enterprises. Instead, they are extended
from LANs to WANs between the enterprise and the cloud. IDC predicts that the proportion of data traffic flowing through
WANs will increase from 20% in 2016 to 80% in 2025.

Figure 1-2 Cloudification of enterprise applications
Percentage of enterprise apps deployed in the
cloud by 2025

Percentage of enterprise WAN traffic by 2025

Source: Huawei MI

Source: IDC

The cloudification of enterprise IT systems creates new growth potential for operators, but also raises new requirements
and challenges. The huge growth of WAN traffic increases the demand for Internet and VPN private lines, and cloudification
of common systems requires Internet private lines to access cloud services. As enterprises gradually deploy information
systems and core applications in the cloud, high-quality VPN private lines will be required to access these systems. Operators
need to provide highly secure and reliable private lines that guarantee bandwidth, latency, and transmission quality and
provide agile cloud private lines as OTT cloud services.

Figure 1-3 Figure 1-3Differentiated enterprise application cloudification requirements
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Enterprises Shifting from Purchasing Equipment to Purchasing Services
With the digital transformation of enterprises, the
requirements on enterprise IT and O&M personnel are
increasing. Most enterprises cannot independently deploy
services efficiency or change them quickly, and therefore
seek to purchase ICT services from operators. This brings
opportunities for operators to expand from network services
to campus services. However, operators face the following
challenges:
First, operators need to meet the individual requirements
of enterprises. They need to quickly tailor ICT services, from
basic VIP equipment rooms to advanced platforms and
services, to campus networks of different levels.
Operators also need to provide IT-based self-service systems
to centrally manage enterprise systems and configure their
ICT services, improving enterprise production and service
provisioning efficiency.

In addition, operators must support on-demand and intelligent resource configuration, such as intelligent and real-time ICT
resource allocation and release based on service policies.
Finally, operators need to build campus networks that provide experience customized to various industries and tenants.

Figure 1-4 Enterprise service requirements
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1.1.2 Wide Variety of Services
There are various types of deployment locations, such as
offices, hospitals, schools, hotels, large supermarkets
and shopping malls, and industrial parks. Transmission
requirements vary widely from industry to industry, with
requirements ranging from Wi-Fi coverage, mobile office
access, videoconferencing, security surveillance, smart IoT,
TV, Internet, voice, multimedia classrooms, and distance
learning. Video and cloud-based services require premium
networks with high bandwidth and low latency. Video
conferencing and mobile office services require high-quality
service experience anytime, anywhere.
Industries that involve multiple campuses, such as medical
and healthcare companies, hotels, and shopping malls,
require fast deployment, centralized O&M, and unified
operation. For example, Shanghai Aihui Health, a digital

m e d i c a re le a d e r i n C h i n a , p l a n s to p rov i d e w i re le s s
information upgrades to 150 hospitals and 400,000 beds
in three years. The company hopes to complete network
deployment in each hospital in two days, achieving unified
m a n a ge m e n t of ove r 1 2 , 0 0 0 n et wo r k d ev i c e s i n 1 5 0
hospitals and greatly reducing O&M costs. The centralized
operation supports mobile attendance, remote visitation,
and patient health management.
With the advancement of enterprise IT system cloudification,
cloud-based transport will gradually become an important
demand. For example, cloudification of medical imaging
systems requires high bandwidth and dynamic resource
adjustment, and the cloudification of medical and industrial
production and control systems requires low-latency and
highly reliable transmission.

Meanwhile, the scale and bandwidth of campus networks are increasing exponentially with technological modernization
and the increase in service types. The number of connected terminals is expected to increase to 50 billion by 2020, and 2025,
the average user will consume 50 GB of data traffic monthly. Traditional silo networking, separate transmission of different
services on different networks, and decentralized authentication management lead to complex O&M, increased workload, and
upgrade difficulties. Simplifying network O&M is urgent, as is freeing O&M personnel from complicated device installation and
configuration, upgrade and maintenance, and fault location.

1.1.3 Quick Service Provisioning
As discussed, enterprises are shifting from purchasing devices to on-demand purchasing of services. Operators need to provide
fast service provisioning to ease deployment, including plug-and-play/automatic deployment of terminals, automatic network
deployment, and automatic tenant service deployment. Traditional manual recording of network device information and manual
configuration are inefficient, expensive, and error-prone, leading to inefficient end-to-end service provisioning.
In the meantime, enterprise services are changing rapidly
and becoming more complicated. A large multinational
enterprise may implement 30 network service changes in
a month. Automatic service policy deployment and flexible
resource scheduling are required to adapt to rapidly changing
services. Traditional manual adjustment of user policies not
only poses high requirements on O&M personnel skill, but
is also inefficient and may lead to manual errors in policy
configuration, which may interrupt services.
In addition to fast service provisioning and flexible service
adjustment, operators also need to provide online purchasing
and transaction experience similar to those of OTT services.
For example, enterprise customers can subscribe to services,
place orders, and change services online, and query service
provisioning progress, package consumption, bill details, and
notifications in real time.
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1.1.4 Perceptible Service Experience
Improving service transmission experience through refined
management is vital for operators to compete with OTT
vendors and provide attractive services to enterprises moving
away from purchasing and networking devices on their
own. To seize the opportunities and address the challenges,
operators need to pay attention to the following aspects:
In terms of management, traditional LAN management
c a n n o t d e te c t E 2 E s e r v i c e s t a t u s , m a k i n g m e a s u re d
experience incomplete or inaccurate. However, accurate E2E
service experience awareness from LAN to WAN is a unique
advantage of operators.

In terms of service capabilities, when a fault occurs on a
traditional network, O&M personnel passively respond to the
fault and manually troubleshoot it based on alarms and logs.
Such maintenance is inefficient and passive, because the
damage has been caused. Enterprises require that operators
provide intelligent methods to detect service quality in real
time, identify and detect deteriorating experience, and make
the network self-learning and even self-optimizing and selfhealing. This can ensure long-term stable running without
manual intervention, which is particularly important for
mission-critical applications.

In terms of service experience indicators, delay, packet loss rate, jitter, and availability can currently be measured. In the future,
indicators specific to each type of application will be created to measure service experience.

1.2 Campus-oriented Transport Evolution
The core purpose of campus-oriented transport evolution is to build transport architecture that supports various campus
scenarios and smooth evolution to implement the following key requirements and solutions:

• Meeting the requirements of enterprise digital transformation
Wireless connections should be provided everywhere to support highly reliable cloud-based transport for enterprise
IT systems and on-demand purchase of enterprise ICT services.

• Adapting to various types of complex campus services
Different types of services and networks must be managed in a centralized manner to provide high-quality experience.

• Supporting quick service provisioning
A large number of plug-and-play terminals, automatic network and service deployment, quick service adjustment
capabilities, and online service subscription must be supported.

• Supporting E2E service experience measurement
E2E network and service experience awareness from LAN to WAN, experience optimization, and intelligent O&M must
be provided.

1.2.1 Campus-oriented Transport Architecture
Campus-oriented transport architecture uses an intelligent management and control platform to build an open ecosystem. The
result is a wireless, refined, cloud-based, intelligent solution that provides optimal experience in scenarios such as healthcare,
education, industrial manufacturing, corporate campuses, hotels, and supermarkets and shopping malls.

Figure 1-5 Campus-oriented transport architecture
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Wireless: Campus-oriented All-scenario Wi-Fi Access
This solution provides ubiquitous, fast, and stable Wi-Fi coverage in all scenarios, including crowded environments and IoT,
video, and office applications.
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Premium: Experience-driven Campus Transport
The transport architecture and solution must be simple and provide ultra-broadband service with good user experience.

• Simplicity:The campus network must support unified access of multiple services to simplify network deployment and O&M in
terms of network architecture, devices, and protocols, ensuring low latency and good experience.

• Ultra-broadband: The campus network must provide ultra-broadband Wi-Fi access (tens and hundreds of Mbit/s) for various
industry applications.

• Good experience: The campus network must provide stable, ubiquitous, and high-quality Wi-Fi coverage for various
applications. Different services are carried on different networks, and differentiation at service level and tenant level can be
provided through multi-level QoS policies.

Cloud-based: Application Cloudification
The architecture must support network-centric cloud aggregation and cloud-network synergy for the cloudification of enterprise
applications. High-bandwidth, low-latency, and highly secure and reliable private lines are necessary to support on-demand
agile service provisioning, flexible bandwidth adjustment, and online service subscription. An industry cloud ecosystem needs to
be built to integrate the most extensive CSP cloud and industry SaaS.

Intelligent: Intelligent O&M and Operation
The intelligent management platform and open platform architecture based on big data and AI support intelligent O&M and
operation.

• Intelligent O&M:includes unified management of services, networks, authentication, and policies, intelligent planning of
large Wi-Fi networks, intelligent deployment of terminals, networks, services, and policies, and refined O&M and control
based on services and applications.

• Intelligent operation:An open platform architecture and open APIs support the creation of an inclusive ecosystem, as well as
quick service rollout and agile value-added operation.

1.2.2 Smooth Evolution
The campus-oriented architecture and solution require complex system engineering, which cannot be accomplished overnight.
Operators can recommend step-by-step smooth evolution toward the target architecture based on their service development
strategies. The recommendations are as follows:
In the initial stage of campus services, operators need to focus on fast and stable Wi-Fi access to quickly establish their
presence in the campus market. Then, operators can leverage their strengths in pipes to attract more customers through good
experience that cannot be provided by networks built by traditional companies.
Now that campus services are expanding and diversifying, operators need to continuously build competitiveness in premium,
cloud-based, and intelligent networks to maintain existing customers and attract new ones. To provide premium services,
campus networks must evolve from providing quality access to providing quality transport. To provide cloud-based services,
campuses need to move Internet services, campus management systems, common IT systems, and core systems to the cloud
one by one, and suitable private lines are required. Then, cloud-network synergy can be promoted to provide packaged cloud
and network services. In terms of an intelligent network, the first step is to unify the management of basic networks, services,
authentication, and policies. The second step is to automate network and service deployment, build an open ecosystem, and
implement refined operation and management based on services and applications.

1.3 Summary
• Enterprises have shifted from purchasing devices to purchasing services due to digital transformation, providing opportunities
for operators to expand their business to the campus market.

• Operators also face many challenges, such as ubiquitous Wi-Fi access for reliable transmission of complex services, rapid
service provisioning, and real-time detection of campus service experience.

• Operators need to gradually build wireless, premium, cloud-based, and intelligent transport architecture and solutions that
help campus networks provide optimal experience for enterprise applications, build competitive advantages, and quickly
establish market presence.
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Operators must provide quality Wi-Fi transport for crowded areas, IoT and office applications, and scenarios in which high
concurrency may occur. In addition, operators can become more competitive by providing a unified transport and cloud
management and operation solution.

2.1 Campus-oriented Wi-Fi Access Scenarios
Wi-Fi application scenarios are complex and vary by industry, from hospitals and schools to hotels and industrial parks.
In terms of deployment scenarios, there are crowded areas (such as outpatient clinics, banquet halls, auditoriums, and
stadiums), areas with densely arranged rooms (such as hospitals, dormitories, and hotels), IoT, and Wi-Fi converged access
and office scenarios. Service transmission involves high-volume concurrent services, such as video, voice, and high-speed
upload/download, requiring refined service access control and data security.

2.1.1 Wi-Fi Requirements in Typical Industries
Good transmission experience is especially important in typical industries such as the following:

Hospitals
Hospitals need full Wi-Fi coverage in crowded clinics, conference rooms, and wards and for the information collection from
IoT terminals of patients. In addition to providing common Internet access, the Wi-Fi networks must also ensure seamless
roaming for mobile office and mobile medical care and good experience in imaging retrieving from the Picture Archiving and
Communication Systems (PACS), video teaching, and hospital security surveillance.

Schools
Wi-Fi networks on school campuses need to provide full coverage in crowded halls, stadiums, conference rooms, and dormitories
and for information collection from student or smart campus IoT terminals. In addition to Internet access, the Wi-Fi networks
also need to ensure good experience of mobile office, classroom live broadcast, and campus security surveillance.

Hotels
Hotel Wi-Fi needs to cover banquet halls, conference rooms, and guest rooms. In addition to Internet access, the Wi-Fi networks
also need to ensure good experience of mobile office, live broadcast/video on demand, and hotel security surveillance.

Industrial Parks
The Wi-Fi networks in industrial parks need to provide park-wide coverage throughout, ensure good experience in mobile office
and video services, and connect both IoT terminals and traditional Wi-Fi terminals.

2.1.2 Wi-Fi Deployment Scenarios
Typical Wi-Fi deployment scenarios are as follows:

Crowded Areas
Hospitals, halls, stadiums, conference rooms, banquet halls, and exhibition centers are usually filled with people, leading to high
concurrency. Core service requirements are:

• Full coverage with no blind spots: Addressing problems caused by high concurrency, such as network congestion, sharp
decreases in network speed, and inability to connect.

• Ease of deployment: Addressing outdoor deployment challenges, such as high AP installation heights and construction
complications.

Densely Arranged Rooms
In areas with densely arranged rooms, such as hospitals, student dormitories, and hotels, each floor may have dozens of rooms,
and each room has 4 to 15 Wi-Fi access terminals. A campus of a top university in Nanjing has 5000 dormitories, with four
students in each dormitory, and about eight terminals to connect in each dormitory. Core service requirements are:

• Full coverage with no blind spots: It is necessary to prevent blind spots and performance deterioration caused by attenuation
when Wi-Fi signals pass through walls.

• High bandwidth: The average bandwidth per room must be able to reach 100 Mbit/s or higher.

IoT Convergence
As IoT applications gain popularity, the Wi-Fi networks in industrial parks, hospitals, school campuses, and hotels need to
connect IoT terminals, such as electronic price tags and smart shopping guides, in addition to Internet access terminals.
Traditionally, these different types of terminals are connected to separate networks, increasing the total number of network
nodes, investment, and management and maintenance complexity. The core service requirements are as follows:
IoT applications should be combined with Wi-Fi networks. That way, IoT and Wi-Fi share backhaul networks and sites, reducing
the TCO.

Offices
An open office area of a medium- or large-sized company can accommodate hundreds of people, resulting in a large number
of concurrent wireless connections. The employees may use their own devices (bring your own device, or BYOD) and work on
the go. A floor may also have multiple office areas, with a total of more than 1000 employees using the Wi-Fi network. The WiFi connections for particular users (such as executives) or areas (such as offices of executives and reception rooms) need to be
prioritized to ensure good experience for VIP users. Core service requirements are:

• Good signal coverage: Blind spots and poor coverage must be eliminated, regardless of the attenuation caused by walls or
distance from APs.

• High-quality mobility: In an open area, neighboring APs may interfere with each other, and employees may move between
office areas and conference rooms. Therefore, it is important to ensure that voice and video services are not interrupted during
mobile roaming.
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2.1.3 Wi-Fi Application Scenarios
Wi-Fi networks must provide high bandwidth for bandwidth-intensive services and ensure service security.

Bandwidth-intensive Services
Bandwidth-intensive and high-concurrency services, such as video, voice, and fast upload/download, require high network
bandwidth and low delay. Therefore, Wi-Fi networks must provide good coverage, high bandwidth, and differentiated QoS.

• Video services: With the development of HD, UHD, 4K/8K, and VR/AR, Wi-Fi networks need to provide a high bandwidth of tens
to hundreds of Mbit/s for video conferencing, video surveillance, and live/VoD services.

• Voice service: Wi-Fi networks need to ensure low latency and high QoS priorities for voice services.

Service
The openness of wireless signals puts the security of wireless networks at risk. Hospitals, schools, hotels, and industrial parks
have especially high information system security requirements, so fine-grained access control and comprehensive threat
prevention are critical in a Wi-Fi solution.

2.2 Campus-oriented Wi-Fi Solutions
Wi-Fi solutions must be tailored to each application scenario.

2.2.1 Wi-Fi Network Construction Objectives
Bandwidth Objectives: Building HD Wi-Fi Networks
A minimum bandwidth of 16 supports 1080p HD transmission. The target bandwidth of 100 supports 4K full-HD transmission,
and will support VR/AR video transmission in the future.

• 1080p HD transmission: Minimum bandwidth ≥ 16, optimal-experience bandwidth ≥ 32
• 4K full-HD transmission: Minimum bandwidth ≥ 50, optimal-experience bandwidth ≥ 100

Coverage Objectives: Wi-Fi Coverage with No Blind Spots
Under medium-level network load, the network speed of 95% of covered users must be able to meet the needed transmission
requirements, and also able to meet such requirements 95% of the time. For example, the speed must be 16 or higher for 1080p
services.

Network Experience Objectives
• The connection success rate must be 99% or greater, and the connection setup time must be shorter than 3s.
• The average roaming handover delay must be less than 100 ms.

2.2.2 Wi-Fi Networking Solution
Wi-Fi in
Figure 2-1 Wi-Fi bearing in dense population areas
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To provide reliable Wi-Fi access in densely-populated areas that experience strong interference, three radio frequency (RF) APs
are required. These APs must support smart high-density directional antennas and dual-5 GHz access, and they have to work
simultaneously at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. The APs also have to be suitable for installation and deployment outdoors at heights of
between.
An AP can be connected to the service system and WAN through Ethernet switch networking or the PON.
Operators can choose to deploy the Wi-Fi service management system either in hotspots or in a centralized manner. Centralized
deployment helps operators implement unified O&M and operation management for multiple hotspots, which reduces
deployment and O&M costs. The advantage of local deployment, however, is the fast construction period.
How operators choose to deploy the service management system determines the AP uplink networking solution. When the
service system is deployed locally, the PON optical uplink solution has no obvious advantages. The OLT is deployed in the hotspot
and uplinks to the core switch, through which it connects to the local service management system. When the service system
is deployed in a centralized manner, the PON optical uplink solution is recommended. The AP uplinks through the MxU in the
hotspot. To cover multiple hotspots and reduce the network layers, the OLT can be deployed in the operator's equipment room.
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Densely Arranged Rooms
Figure 2-2 Wi-Fi network for densely arranged rooms
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In areas with a dense concentration of rooms, you can use either of the following two methods to solve the problems of Wi-Fi
attenuation and unstable connections.
Solution 1 is to deploy a remote unit (RU) indoors using a central AP and distributed RU deployment, so as to provide signal
coverage without any blind zones. The central AP deployed in the corridor can be connected to the Wi-Fi service management
system and WAN through Ethernet switch networking or the PON.
Solution 2 is to deploy a PON uplink convergence gateway in a room, providing signal coverage without any blind zones. The
converged gateway connects to the service system and WAN through the PON uplink OLT.
The advantage of solution 1 is that the central AP manages RUs, which significantly reduces the number of management nodes.
This solution is recommended for rooms that only have Wi-Fi access requirements. The advantage of solution 2 is that the
converged access of voice, TV, and Wi-Fi services can be implemented with a terminal and an optical fiber. In addition, the PON
simplifies the networking layers and is the best choice for multi-service converged bearing.
In the two solutions, operators can choose to deploy the Wi-Fi service management system either in hotspots or in a centralized
manner. Centralized deployment helps operators implement unified O&M and operation management for multiple hotspots,
which reduces deployment and O&M costs. The advantage of local deployment, however, is the fast construction period.
How operators choose to deploy the service management system determines the AP uplink networking solution. When the
service system is deployed locally, the OLT needs to be deployed in the hotspot and uplinks to the core switch, through which it
connects to the local service management system. In solution 1, when the service system is deployed locally, the PON optical
uplink solution has no obvious advantages. When the service system is deployed in a centralized manner, the PON optical uplink
networking solution is recommended. The AP uplinks through the MxU in the hotspot. To cover multiple hotspots and reduce the
network layers, the OLT can be deployed in the operator's equipment room.

IoT Converged Wi-Fi
For operators that provide IoT converged Wi-Fi to be able to perform one backhaul for all Wi-Fi and IoT terminals and provide cosited access, they need APs that support the flexible expansion of radio-frequency identification (RFID), Bluetooth, and ZigBee.
IoT terminals tend to experience high volumes of local interaction traffic. It is therefore recommended to connect the AP to
the Wi-Fi service management system and WAN through Ethernet switch networking, so that local traffic can be forwarded
efficiently.
Operators can choose to deploy the Wi-Fi service management system either in hotspots or in a centralized manner. Centralized
deployment helps operators implement unified O&M and operation management for multiple hotspots, which reduces
deployment and O&M costs. The advantage of local deployment, however, is the fast construction period.

Figure 2-3 IoT converged Wi-Fi network
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Wi-Fi in Offices
Figure 2-4 Wi-Fi bearing in offices
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To provide Wi-Fi and stable signal access to offices based on people's locations, operators require three radio frequency (RF)
APs that support smart high-density directional antennas and dual-5 GHz access. In addition, the APs have to support smart
roaming, which enables terminals to roam to neighboring APs with a better signal quality. This guarantees an optimal experience
in terms of mobile office services.
Offices tend to experience high volumes of local interaction traffic. It is therefore recommended to connect the AP to the Wi-Fi
service management system and WAN through Ethernet switch networking, so that local traffic can be forwarded efficiently.
The Wi-Fi service management system can be deployed in hotspots or in a centralized manner by operators. Centralized
deployment helps operators implement unified O&M and operation management for multiple hotspots, which reduces
deployment and O&M costs. The advantage of local deployment, however, is the fast construction period.

2.2.3 Wi-Fi Service Bearing
High-concurrency Services
1.Low-latency and high-bandwidth
In the short term, the IEEE 802.11ac Wave2 can be used to support high-speed access with an air interface rate higher than and
provide low-latency bearing for voice and video services. 802.11ac works on the 5 GHz frequency band and has two versions,
Wave 1 and Wave 2.
Wave 2 represents a significant improvement to Wave 1. First, by running more 5 GHz channels and providing channel
width options, Wave2 supports a data connection rate of up to 2.34 on the 5 GHz frequency band, guarantees the latencysensitive transmission of video and voice traffic, and supports higher-density client access. Second, multi-user multipleinput and multiple-output (MU-MIMO) technologies are supported, enabling multiple wireless terminals to perform downlink
communication at the same time and allowing more clients to access the network. Finally, a fourth spatial flow supporting four
transmit and receive antennas is provided, which facilitates long-distance transmission.
In the future, the IEEE 802.11ax technology will be introduced, as it supports higher rates and can better meet the requirements
for higher bandwidth and real-time video services, such as VR/AR. 802.11ax focuses on how to provide reliable and persistent
data communication for more users in densely-populated areas. The goal in these environments is to increase the average
user throughput four times over. 802.11ax works at the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency bands and is backward compatible with
802.11ac/n/g/a. By introducing OFDMA and 1024 QAM, the air interface rate can in theory reach up to 10.

2.Service experience assurance
The Wi-Fi solution, based on the combination of Smart Application Control (SAC), QoS control, and roaming optimization, is used
to optimize the scheduling of voice and video services and improve service experience.

• SAC: Wi-Fi identifies key video/voice service types based on SAC, such as SIP voice and video, RTP voice, Skype4B, QQ, WeChat,
and enterprise Ding Talk.

• Differentiated QoS control: Wi-Fi uses differentiated QoS policies for identified voice and video services, including multi-queue
scheduling based on Traffic Identifier (TID), priority scheduling, and radio channel use. The optimal parameters for Enhanced
Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) are calculated dynamically based on the air interface service load.

• Roaming optimization: The fast roaming mechanism is optimized to shorten users' roaming handover time.

Full-service Security Protection
Provides multi-layer protection to ensure the security of services across the various campuses in the Wi-Fi network.

• Air interface security assurance: Air interface security is ensured by performing spectrum analysis on non-Wi-Fi interference,
detecting attacks with a wireless intrusion detection system (WIDS) or wireless intrusion prevention system (WIPS), identifying
unauthorized devices and enacting countermeasures, and implementing Protected Management Frame (PMF).

• Data encryption and application identification:The AP and AC use DTSL to encrypt and encapsulate the packets to the

CAPWAP tunnel for transmission. The AC transmits data in IPSec encrypted mode to ensure the security of user data traversing
the network. It also supports application-based priority adjustment, rate limiting, and blocking to implement policy control.

• User access security assurance:Supports multiple access authentication modes, including MAC, 802.1x, Portal, WeChat, and
QR codes, to ensure user access security.
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2.3 Developments in Campus-oriented Wi-Fi Networks
Enterprise ICT systems these days are increasingly found on the cloud. As a result, campus network traffic is changing from local
horizontal forwarding to vertical forwarding in the cloud set. In the future, Wi-Fi bearing will be used to build a unified bearing
architecture for optoelectronic integration based on the PON. In addition, moving the Wi-Fi service management and operation
system to the cloud means that Wi-Fi networks and services can be managed and operated centrally.
Developments in campus Wi-Fi bearing have created a wealth of opportunities for operators to develop and operate Wi-Fi
services.

Figure 2-5 Target architecture for unified Wi-Fi
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2.3.1 Unified Wi-Fi for Optical and Electrical Transmission
In the near future, the PON is going to be used as the basis for the unified bearing of optoelectronic integration. It will also be
used to adapt flexibly to different access and deployment scenarios. Ethernet switch networking and passive optical networks
(POL) will be deployed in PON mode to reduce the layers of network deployment and make long-distance and high-bandwidth
bearing a reality.

Electrical Networking Solution
For scenarios with a large number of short-term local and horizontal traffic interactions, such as IoT convergence and offices,
the campus network still uses the electrical networking solution for Ethernet switch networking. The AP is connected to the
egress router through the access and aggregation switches. The egress router is connected to the Wi-Fi service management
system and Internet through the PON. To enhance the security of local traffic, a protection system can be deployed at the egress
router.

POL Networking Solution
The advantages of the POL networking solution include long transmission distances, high bandwidth, and simple maintenance
of the passive optical networks. This solution is applicable to scenarios such as vertical traffic forwarding and multi-service
convergence.

• Vertical traffic forwarding scenarios, such as Wi-Fi bearing in hotspots: The AP evolves to support PON uplink transmission.
The PON uplink AP is directly connected to the OLT through a splitter, and the OLT is connected to the Wi-Fi service
management system and Internet through the service gateway MSE. This simplifies the network layers and O&M management,
and implements high-bandwidth, low-latency, and long-distance Wi-Fi hotspot coverage.

• Multi-service converged bearing scenarios, such as rooms: The PON uplink converged gateway that supports multi-service

converged Wi-Fi, TV, and VoIP access is connected to the OLT through a splitter. The OLT is connected to the Wi-Fi service
management system and Internet through the service gateway MSE. With a flattened network architecture and simplified O&M
management, one room, one optical fiber, and one terminal are used to carry all services, which further simplify networking
and O&M management.

• Unified Wi-Fi authentication and management are supported in hotspots and rooms, allowing terminals to roam.

Unified Optical and Electrical Transmission
Ethernet switch networking and POL networking solutions can implement converged bearing on the PON. In addition, unified WiFi authentication and management are provided to enable roaming and ensure a consistent service experience for terminals in
two networking solutions

2.3.2 Cloud-based Wi-Fi Management and Operation
The first step service system cloudification of enterprises is cloud-based management and operation. Operators provide
a unified access management and authentication platform for each campus through the centralized deployment of APs,
converged gateway management systems, and Wi-Fi service authentication systems, making AP planning, deployment, and
management simpler and more flexible. In addition, the open platform provides company campuses with independent operation
and customized service capabilities.

• Cloud planning: The cloud supports the unified planning and automatic optimization of Wi-Fi networks.
• Cloud deployment: The cloud supports the plug-and-play deployment and installation of APs, converged gateways, and

campus network devices, removing the need for on-site network engineers. It also supports the offline configuration and
automatic delivery of services on the cloud.

• Cloud management: The cloud supports the unified O&M of APs, converged gateways, and campus network devices.
• Cloud operation: The open cloud platform provides open APIs to build the most extensive ecosystem cooperation and enable
the rapid provisioning and operation of value-added services.

As shown in Figure 2-5 Target architecture for unified Wi-Fi, the deployment scheme is as follows:

• The Ethernet switch network or POL network is connected to the MSE through a splitter that connects to the OLT. OLTs can be
deployed on operators' networks or campus networks depending on the service traffic.

• As the Internet service gateway and cloud management system gateway, the MSE connects the Internet access and cloud
management services to the Internet and cloud management platform respectively.

• The authentication system is deployed in the cloud data center to manage user information and connect to various third-party
authentication systems, such as WeChat public accounts and SMS platforms.

2.4 Summary
• The Wi-Fi application scenarios are complex and diverse, including hospitals, campuses, hotels, and industrial parks.
Deployment scenarios can be classified into densely-populated areas, dense room clusters, IoT, converged Wi-Fi bearing, and
offices. Service requirements include high-concurrency services, such as video and voice services, and the security assurance
of Wi-Fi services.

• Different scenarios have different requirements. Therefore, a customized solution is needed for each scenario.
• The campus Wi-Fi network will evolve to accommodate the unified bearing of optoelectronic integration and cloud-based
management and operation.

• Converged Wi-Fi bearing and cloud-based management and operation have created a wealth of opportunities for operators to
develop and operate campus Wi-Fi services.
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As increasingly extensive applications are developed for the campus industry, other industries are paying closer attention
to service experience and service quality. Operators need to build campus-oriented premium transport architectures and
solutions to provide optimal experience for campus applications.

3.1 Service Experience Requirements
Campus applications, such as voice, video, desktop cloud, and smart IoT, have high requirements on service experience and
quality. These applications require networks with high bandwidth, low latency, and excellent user experience.

Voice Transport
Voice service transport has the following requirements:

• Round-trip time (RTT): ≤ 200 ms
• Jitter: ≤ 40 ms
• Packet loss rate (PLR): ≤ 10-3

Video Transport
Video services are one of operators' basic services, now accounting for more than 70% of network traffic after a fivefold increase
over the past three years. Video services include multiple scenarios, such as live video/VOD, video conference, video surveillance,
multimedia classroom, and gaming. With the development of video coding from HD and ultra HD to 4K/8K, and even evolution to
VR/AR, the requirements on network transport become more and more strict.
Using 4K video as an example, the requirements on network transport are as follows:

• E2E bandwidth: ≥ 50 Mbit/s, or ≥ 100 Mbit/s for optimal experience
• RTT: ≤ 20 ms for optimal experience; latency ≤ 40 ms
• PLR: ≤ 10-5

Desktop Cloud Transport
Desktop cloud is widely used because it provides centralized and secure data management, mobile office, simplified IT
management, and fast fault recovery. The desktop cloud hosts the desktops and applications running on user terminals on the
cloud. Using thin clients (TCs) or other network devices, users access virtual desktops and applications on the cloud through
remote desktop protocols. Typical desktop cloud applications include basic office operations (such as cloud desktop login,
mouse/keyboard integration, and filesystem access), image browsing, voice communication, audio playback, and video playback.
Desktop cloud transport has the following requirements:

• E2E bandwidth: ≥ 10 Mbit/s for basic office operations; ≥ 25 Mbit/s for image browsing or video playback
• RTT: ≤ 30 ms for optimal experience; latency ≤ 100 ms
• PLR: ≤ 10-4

Smart IoT Transport
Smart IoT transport applies to the following scenarios:

• Low-rate data collection: collection of data from sensors, remote meter reading, tracking, and smart garbage bins
Service requirements: small-packet service bandwidth: ≤ 100 kbit/s, deep coverage, low power consumption, and low cost

• Medium-rate interaction and collaboration: smart home, wearable devices, elevator guard, smart parking, and smart logistics
Service requirements: bandwidth ≤ 1 Mbit/s, wide coverage, mobility, and low power consumption

• High-rate monitoring and control: video surveillance, auxiliary driving, and robots
Service requirements: bandwidth ≥ 10 Mbit/s, low latency
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3.2 Experience-driven Network Transport
Ensuring optimal transport experience of applications in various industries requires a simplified, ultra-broadband, and
experience-assured transport architecture.

3.2.1 Experience-driven Target Architecture
The experience-driven target architecture needs to be constructed based on four aspects: industry campus network, transport
network, cloud data center (DC), and intelligent management and control, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 3-1 Architecture of campus-oriented and experience-driven network transport
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Industry Campus Network
Build a campus network that supports wired and wireless terminal access and unified management, and IoT and Wi-Fi
convergence. Construct a campus network with ultra-broadband access and high-quality Wi-Fi coverage.

Transport Network
Construct a simplified, ultra-broadband, and experience-assured transport network with flattened architectures and
simplified devices and protocols.

Cloud DC
Build cloud DCs distributed on edge and central nodes to meet experience requirements of different cloud-based applications.

Intelligent Management and Control
Introduce an intelligent management and control platform to provide networks and services with unified E2E O&M
management, automatic deployment, real-time E2E experience perception and optimization, and intelligent O&M.

3.2.2 Simplified Transport
Figure 3-2 Architecture of campus-oriented simplified transport
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Simplified Access
The campus network supports unified transport of various services, such as enterprise office, security surveillance, and
intelligent IoT, and supports unified access of IoT, wired, and wireless protocols, simplifying networking.
The AP uses built-in or external cards to support protocols such as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), RFID, and ZigBee. It flexibly
expands IoT applications to implement converged IoT and Wi-Fi deployment and co-site access and backhaul, halving TCO and
simplifying O&M.

Simplified Architecture
The flattened network architecture reduces network latency and improves service experience.

• The campus network uses the POL networking mode to simplify networking.
• The access network uses flattened tree networking.
• The metro network consists of the metro edge and core layer.

Simplified Device
Devices integrate the functions of multiple devices, reducing network deployment and O&M costs.

• The AP supports PON upstream transmission, simplifying multiple layers of an electrical switched network into one layer.
• Campus switches and metro MSEs aggregate functions of access controllers (ACs) and authentication gateways, or AC
functions are cloudified. This simplifies network deployment and lays a foundation for unified authentication and management
of wired and wireless users.

• The BRAS and SR functions on the metro edge are integrated to provide voice, Internet access, and IPTV services, reducing
operation costs and device deployment and back-to-back networking traffic.

• The P and PE nodes on the backbone network are deployed together to simplify network layers.

Simplified Protocol
The SR and EVPN are used to construct unified pipe transport, simplifying transport protocols.

3.2.3 Ultra-broadband Transport
Ultra-broadband Campus Network
1.Ultra-broadband Wi-Fi coverage
The IEEE 802.11ac Wave 2 and IEEE 802.11ax protocols are used to provide over 100 Mbit/s ultra-high bandwidth and low delay
transport for 4K/8K and VR/AR video services.
The Wi-Fi rate increased from a maximum of 2 Mbit/s in IEEE 802.11 (first generation), to beyond-Gigabit in IEEE 802.11ac (fifth
generation), and to the 10 Gbit/s level in IEEE 802.11ax. Each generation has greatly improved the rate and performance.
IEEE 802.11ac came to market in two phases: Wave 1 and Wave 2. By the end of 2015, Wave 2 was mature and had been
commercially used. IEEE 802.11ac Wave 2 uses the 256-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (256-QAM) technology to support 160
MHz bandwidth, increasing the number of spatial streams from 3 to 4 and the air interface rate from 1.3 Gbit/s to 3.47 Gbit/s. In
addition to bandwidth improvement, Wave 2 introduced Multi-User Multi-Input Multiple-Output (MU-MIMO) technology, allowing
APs to communicate with multiple terminals concurrently, greatly improving multi-user concurrent performance of the Wi-Fi
network.

Figure 3-1 Evolution of Wi-Fi standards
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2.Ultra-broadband PON Accessmulti-GE access
Electrical Ethernet networking supports GE, 2.5GE, 5GE, and 10GE access to cope with the service growth in the coming 5 to 10
years.
POL supports GE and 10GE access. Currently, the global broadband access market is gradually entering the gigabit era. In the
future, 10G to desktop will be popular in campus network construction.

3.Ultra-broadband campus networking
Ethernet switch networks support multi-GE access, 10GE/40GE aggregation, and 40GE/100GE core switching, building ultrabroadband campus networks to meet the growing bandwidth needs of ultra-broadband services.

Figure 3-3 Ethernet switch ultra-broadband networking
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POL supports 10GE and 100GE uplinks to meet the growing bandwidth needs of ultra-broadband services. With the rapid
development of 4K/8K, VR/AR video, and 5G technologies, 10G PON technologies will struggle to meet future residential access
requirements. The industry is devoting significant R&D toward mobile fronthaul and backhaul bandwidth and PON technologies
that support 25G/100G rates. It is estimated that 25G/100G PON will be put into commercial use after 2020.
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Figure 3-4 PON technology evolution
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Ultra-broadband Network Transport
Construct an ultra-broadband transport network from 100GE ports to the metro network and 400GE ports to the backbone
network.
With the rapid development of HD video and cloud computing services, backbone network traffic is growing at over 45% CAGR,
and the bandwidth of metro and backbone networks is increasingly strained.
As the port technology of the next-generation backbone network, 400GE is the key to building an ultra-broadband backbone
network. It greatly increases backbone network bandwidth and helps operators cope with exponential data traffic growth. With
the introduction of IEEE, ITU-T, and OIF standards, 400GE ports are gradually being developed and commercially deployed in
operators' networks.

Figure 3-5 Evolution of the ultra-broadband capabilities of routers
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3.2.4 Experience Assurance
High-quality Wi-Fi Experience

1.Ubiquitous Wi-Fi coverage, improving user experience
Dynamic user group authorization allows users to be allocated bandwidth and resources, and allows mutual access policy
control. For example, the available bandwidth of an employee group is 4 Mbit/s and that of a guest group is 1 Mbit/s.

2.Intelligent and seamless roaming, ensuring mobile service experience
Support quick and seamless Layer and Layer 3 terminal service roaming within or between ACs. Services are not interrupted,
and re-authentication is not required. If terminal locations change, the APs detect and release terminal connections that have
poor signal quality, and associate those terminals with APs providing better signal quality in their new location, improving user
roaming experience.

3.Redundancy backup, ensuring service reliability
ACs support 1+1 hot backup, ensuring seamless service switchover. In addition, ACs support N+1 redundancy. The slave AC
provides backup services for multiple master ACs to implement automatic switchover and status recovery.

Differentiated Network Transport
Figure 3-6 Architecture of a differentiated transport network
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1.Differentiated campus network
The campus network provides three networking solutions: full-fiber POL, electrical switch, and optical-electrical convergence,
which can be flexibly selected according to transport scenarios.

• The full-fiber POL networking solution features high bandwidth, long transmission distance, and simple maintenance. It is
applicable to scenarios such as vertical traffic forwarding and multi-service transport.

• The electrical switch networking solution has advantages such as flexible networking and efficient local forwarding. It is
applicable to scenarios with significant local horizontal traffic interaction, such as office and smart IoT.

• In the optical-electrical convergence networking solution, the PON network is used for connection. The solution incorporates

the advantages of both full-fiber POL networking and electrical switch networking, flexibly meeting requirements for
integrated access in multiple scenarios.

2.Differentiated transport network
Provide IPRAN/PTN, MSTP/OTN, and IP metro transport networks to meet differentiated private line transport requirements of
different enterprises and industries.

• Provide transport services with wide coverage, low cost, and secure isolation for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
and schools based on IP MANs.

• Provide low-latency, high-bandwidth, high-reliability, and secure transport services for large-sized enterprises and hospitals
based on IPRAN/PTN networks.

• Provide ultra-low-latency, high-bandwidth, high-reliability, and exclusive transport services for financial enterprises and
governments based on MSTP/OTN transmission networks.

Superior Service Experience Transport
Figure 3-7Network experience assurance
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Oriented to campus applications, provide network-wide high-reliability and E2E differentiated service quality assurance.

• Network-wide high-reliability transport: Air Build E2E service-level, network-level, and link-level protection. Also provide

layered and segmented fast fault detection and associated triggering mechanisms, implementing quick protection switching
without affecting services.

• E2E differentiated service quality assurance: The network is deployed in E2E mode based on Diff-Serv QoS mapping and
transport, and provides service-level differentiated service assurance and on-demand traffic policing capabilities. In the
future, the network can be evolved to support hierarchical QoS and Diff-Serv TE transport. This will provide more refined
differentiated transport assurance capabilities for tenants and services.

• Service experience driving self-optimization of network connections: Centralized control enables dynamic service path
adjustment, automatic network connection optimization, and visualized service path management.

3.3 Summary
• Campus applications, such as voice, video, desktop cloud, and smart IoT, have high requirements on service experience and
quality. Therefore, networks must provide high bandwidth, low latency, and excellent user experience.

• To ensure optimal transport experience of applications in various industries, operators should build campus-oriented
experience-driven, ultra-broadband, and superior-experience transport architectures and solutions.
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Promoting enterprise application cloudification brings great growth opportunities to operators' B2B private line services and
allows new business expansion of cloud services. At the same time, with unlimited expansion of connection service traffic
and increasing service requirements, operators face increasing challenges.
Campus-oriented cloud-based transport builds a target architecture for network-centric cloud aggregation and cloudnetwork synergy, providing solutions for various cloud scenarios. It also helps operators seize enterprise cloud application
opportunities and grow their B2B services.

4.1 Transport Scenario
4.1.1 Evolution Trend of Enterprise Application Cloudification
To promote industrial digital transformation, some countries have enacted national strategies to promote enterprise
cloudification. For example, the Chinese government promoted a strategy for cloudifying millions of enterprises by 2025, and
the European Union launched the "European Science Cloud" plan to invest 6.7 billion euros to build an "Open European Science
Cloud".
Enterprises are invested heavily in application cloudification. Each industry has steadily promoted enterprise application
cloudification based on their own service characteristics. The evolution is divided into three phases, with developed markets
entering phase 3 and China moving toward phase 2.

Figure 4-1 Phased evolution of enterprise application cloudification
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Cloudification of Internet Applications
Internet applications such as e-commerce systems, portal websites, and online customer services need to provide services for
external systems. Therefore, large enterprises preferentially cloudify these services. In addition, services sensitive to costs and
scalability, such as testing and disaster recovery, can also be deployed on public clouds. SMEs can deploy Internet applications
in the cloud to quickly provide services. In addition, they deploy SaaS services, such as Office, cloud web disk, and DingTalk on
public clouds, avoiding time and financial expenditures on building and maintaining complex IT systems.
Cloudification of Internet applications has low requirements on network SLAs. Enterprises usually pay more attention to network
costs and better adaptation to bandwidth requirement changes.

Cloudification of Information Systems
With the gradual development of cloud services and steady cloudification of Internet applications, enterprises will further
consider cloudifying information systems such as OA systems, enterprise mailboxes, call centers, convergent communication
and collaboration office systems, and video surveillance service platforms.
Cloudification of information systems has stringent network SLA requirements. Enterprises need to quickly and reliably connect
to these cloud systems.

Cloudification of Core Systems
Cloudification of core systems is the last step of enterprise application cloudification. Cloudification of core production, control,
and management systems, such as Hospital Information Systems (HISs) and Clinical Information Systems (CISs) in the medical
industry, and Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) systems in the manufacturing industry, is a
long and complex process. Currently, large enterprises typically deploy such core services in private clouds.
Cloudification of core systems imposes higher requirements on networks. To provide service experience similar to that of LANs,
enterprises need to connect to these cloud systems through private lines with low latency, high security, and high reliability.
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4.1.2 Typical Industry Cloudification Scenario
Operators should focus on cloudifying industries such as healthcare, education, industrial manufacturing, and enterprise office
to meet diversified transport and service requirements in various scenarios.

Healthcare Cloudification
Hospitals deploy two types of information management systems: CISs and HISs. These are based on electronic medical records
(EMRs), and the Hospital Resource Planning (HRP) system for hospital property management.

Figure 4-2 Medical information system and application
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Applications can be classified as core, non-core, and innovative applications. The applications will be cloudified by step.
Currently, only images are widely cloudified, whereas core systems such as HISs and CISs are not.

1.Cloudification of medical images
Driven by hospitals and markets, the medical imaging cloud has developed rapidly and is developing from the image storage
cloud to the regional image cloud. Hospitals are severely short of local storage. Images account for more than 90% of hospital
data, and tertiary hospitals can generate more than 100 TB of image data each year. In addition, Chinese law requires that image
data be stored longer than 10 or 15 years, depending on the context. The current difficulties create a huge market for medical
image storage, and cloud service providers (CSPs) and operators increasingly provide imaging cloud operations. China's medical
IT field is estimated to contain 43 billion clouds by 2020, with medical images accounting for a third of the market, more than
CNY 14 billion.
The following figure illustrates the four application scenarios and evolution path of medical image cloudification.

Figure 4-3 Application scenarios of the imaging cloud
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(1) Image archiving and backup
Image archiving and backup include backup, archiving, and disaster recovery of hospital images. Image backup refers to 1:1
replication and regular (for example, nightly) synchronization of hospital images to an imaging cloud. Image archiving refers
to regular (for example, monthly) migration of images to the cloud. Image disaster recovery refers to almost instantaneous 1:1
replication of each image to the cloud.
Image backup and archiving have relatively low requirements on real-time network performance. However, private line isolation
is required to ensure image data security and quick upload of massive image data. In addition, private line fees cannot exceed
locally purchased storage fees. It is often the best solution to use elastic private lines to upload image data to the cloud in early
mornings. Image disaster recovery requires private line networks with low latency and high reliability.

(2) Imaging cloud application
Imaging cloud application refers to using stored image data to provide image application cloudification services for grassroots
hospitals so that images can be viewed through various types of terminals anytime, anywhere. For example, a full set of PACS
services can be provided for grassroots hospitals without PACS. Doctors can read images through mobile terminals anytime,
anywhere to better serve patients, and patients can use their mobile phones to download image reports.

(3) Regional image sharing
Representative hospitals in a region can be centered to construct a medical image information exchange platform for the region
to share and integrate regional medical image resources. Regional image sharing implements remote consultation and referral,
improves diagnosis quality of grassroots hospitals, implements regional medical archiving of residents' images, and provides
reference for clinical diagnosis. In addition, residents can directly view images and query check results through the Internet.

(4) AI-aided diagnosis and treatment
The imaging cloud can also perform intelligent analysis using the medical imaging big data, implementing auxiliary diagnosis
and treatment. For example, doctors can identify possible diseases by comparing images, facilitating early diagnoses. Data
modeling helps identify patterns of diseases, predict epidemics, and monitor the medical treatment quality. Patients or their
label profiles can be effectively filtered to perform diagnosis, treatment, and scientific research.

Table 4-1 Service specifications for each image cloudification scenario

Scenario

Bandwidth

Latency

Security Level

Image archiving

Medium
Private line: bidirectional symmetrical 100 Mbit/s
Elastic bandwidth and bandwidth application
through self-service portals are required.

Low

High
Integrity check and encryption
Network attack prevention

Cloud PACS

Medium
Private line: bidirectional symmetrical 100 Mbit/s
In the future, elastic bandwidth and bandwidth
application through self-service portals may be
required.

Medium
< 100 ms

High
Remote data disaster recovery
and backup
Storage of all historical data on
the cloud
Network attack prevention

Regional imaging
cloud

Large
Bare optical fibers may be required.
Remote consultation requires on-demand fast
provisioning of private lines and release of Internet
private lines.

Medium
< 100 ms

High
Data transmission security
Network attack prevention

Medium
Cloud private line/Internet private line

High
< 20 ms
Network latency for
specific service CIS
systems cannot exceed 2
ms.

High
Remote disaster recovery for
key service data
Dual-network private lines to
enhance reliability
Network attack prevention

Disaster recovery
of images and core
services

2.Cloudification of core medical systems
The core systems of hospitals include the EMR-centered HIS and CIS systems, and the HRP system for property management.

• HIS systems: The systems manage diagnosis and treatment activities in a hospital to ensure clinical service quality. They

manage the outpatient reservation and registration systems, inpatient charging system, patient transfer management system,
and pharmacy management system.

• CIS systems: The systems collect, store, process, extract, transmit, and summarize data generated in various phases of

medical activities to generate various information, supporting clinical activities of medical and nursing personnel in hospitals.
The systems include the information inspection system, medical imaging system, blood center system, surgical anesthesia
system, doctor workstation, and nurse workstation.

• HRP systems: The systems provide comprehensive management of people, objects, and financial flows in hospitals and

departments. The systems include the financial management system, human resources management system, operation
support system, material management system, quality control system, decision analysis system, and teaching research
system.

Hospitals depend on their core HIS, CIS, and HRP systems and they have strict requirements on network indicators. Currently,
most hospitals deploy these systems in private clouds.

Table 4-2 Service indicators for cloudification of the HIS and CIS systems

Scenario

HIS cloudification

CIS cloudification

Latency

Bandwidth

Security Level

Medium
Generally 100 ms
≤ 50 ms in video scenarios

Medium
Private line: bidirectional
symmetrical 100 Mbit/s

High
Primary and secondary private lines are
required to ensure that services are not
interrupted.
E2E data integrity check, encryption, and
transmission, preventing network attacks

High
≤ 2 ms

Medium
Private line: bidirectional
symmetrical 100 Mbit/s

High
Primary and secondary private lines are
required to ensure that services are not
interrupted.
E2E data integrity check, encryption, and
transmission, preventing network attacks
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Education Cloudification
Key goals in China's "Twelfth Five-Year Plan" were to modernize education, invent new teaching modes, and improve education
quality. The country should build an education informatization industry, including an education resources platform and
education management platform, to achieve broadband network access in each school, high-quality resources in each class,
and network learning space for each student. China has also made the goal to achieve new breakthroughs in construction of
education informatization infrastructure, in co-construction and sharing of high-quality digital education resources, in the indepth integration of IT and education, and in scientific development of education informatization.
With China's education informatization strategy, education cloud applications are developing rapidly. For example, smart live
classrooms, online learning platforms, digital libraries, online labs, and teaching management platforms are deployed on the
cloud to share high-quality teaching resources and improve learning and management efficiency.

Figure 4-4 Education cloud applications
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Education cloud applications have strict requirements on network SLAs. For example, online interactive classrooms and online
labs require 4 to 6 Mbit/s bandwidth, no more than 80 ms latency, and no more than 30 ms latency on a single terminal.

Cloudification of Industrial Manufacturing
Worldwide, industrial informatization strategies are being implemented. For example, the German Industry 4.0 strategy and
the U.S. Industrial Internet strategy require that all components can be connected to a network using communication and ICT
to obtain information in a timely manner and realize intelligent manufacturing. The Made in China 2025 strategy vigorously
promotes cloudification of the industrial Internet and manufacturing sectors, aiming to develop China from a manufacturing
power to a world-class technological power.
Cloudification of smart manufacturing covers all aspects of devices, pipes, and clouds. It is also a catalyst for the IoT industry
and brings huge business opportunities for operators.

Figure 4-5 Cloudification of industrial manufacturing
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At present, Chinese manufacturing enterprises focus on cloudification of simulation design, service system, and industrial IoT,
and will implement cloud evolution in phases.

Phase 2 (production and sales)
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1.Simulation design
In industries such as automobile, heavy industry, oil exploration, and electronics, cloud-based high-performance computing, real
environment simulation, and simulation design perform automobile collision analysis, home appliance explosion prevention, and
leakage analysis.

2.Service systems
The open cloud platform provides elastic resource configurations for service systems such as manufacturing, finance, sales,
inventory, and procurement systems, implementing cost-effective quick deployment and flexible expansion of service systems.

3.Industrial IoT
Enterprises that need to collect data from tens of thousands of terminals, such as automobile manufacturing, elevator
manufacturing, machine tools, factories, and logistics enterprises, collect, analyze, and manage their data through the cloud.
In addition, cloud technologies can implement IoT networks such as Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and Internet of Elevators and
Escalators (IoEE) are implemented.
Cloudification of industrial manufacturing has strict requirements on network indicators and requires secure and stable
transport with LAN-level network experience assurance.

Table 4-3 Service specifications for cloudification of industrial manufacturing

Scenario

Latency

Bandwidth

Security Level

Simulation design

Low
≤ 5 ms

High
Peak traffic: 3 Gbit/s

N/A
Depend on the application scenario.

Core industrial service systemSaaS delivered in the cloud

Low
< 20 ms

High
Access of several gigabyte
High
private lines, requiring two to Ensure high security of service data.
four upstream GE channels

IoV data ingestion

Low
≤ 30s

High
Peak traffic: 0.8 Gbit/s

High
Ensure data security.

Predictive elevator
maintenance

Low
≤ 500 ms

High
Peak traffic: 6 Gbit/s

N/A

IoT

Cloudification of Enterprise Office
Enterprise office informatization procurement changes from self-building to purchasing, bringing new opportunities for
operators. Enterprise office shifts from traditional mode to cloud collaborative office and mobile office, creating opportunities
for devices, pipes, and clouds for operators.

Traditional office

Collaborative office

Mobile office

Characteristics

Basic office data management
(such as file and archive
management)

Communication and collaboration,
comprehensive processing of
document materials, etc.

Purchase
mode

Buy hardware/software/
maintenance services

Cloud

Not cloudified, local office

Cloud host and cloud
storage

Cloud host and cloud
storage

Pipe

Internet private lines (10
Mbit/s bandwidth)

Cloud private lines
(10-25 Mbit/s bandwidth
and low latency)

VPDN
(10-50 Mbit/s bandwidth
and low latency)

Device

PCs and phones

PCs, phones, and video
terminals

Tablets and mobile
phones

Remote office and use of
fragmented time

Rent cloud hosts/cloud
storage/cloud dedicated lines

Rent cloud hosts/cloud
storage/VPDN

Enterprise office focuses on enterprise services, as well as office and communications collaboration. It develops towards
lightweight individual desktop and cloud-based enterprise applications.

Figure 4-6 Enterprise office cloud applications
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Table 4-4 Service specifications for cloudification of typical enterprise office applications

Scenario

Bandwidth

Latency

Packet Loss Rate

Cloud video

4Mbps（1080P）

≤ 100ms

≤ 0.1%

Cloud host

2Mbps

≤ 100ms

≤ 0.1%

≤ 30ms

≤ 0.01%

≤ 30ms

≤ 0.01%

Call center/Customer service
Average value: 300 kbit/s per
center/R&D/Government services/
instance
Public utilities
Peak value: 5 Mbit/s per instance
vGPU HD graphics processing in
the cloud

Average value: 20 Mbit/s per
instance

4.1.3 Cloudification of Typical Applications
Services such as campus ICT cloudification, cloud-based disaster recovery and backup, and video surveillance cloudification
apply in various industries and can be promoted together for each.

Campus ICT Cloudification
According to IDC, excluding North America, investment in smart campuses worldwide will reach around US$11.6 billion by 2020,
of which China's will account for US$7.6 billion, just over 65.5%.

Figure 4-7 ICT market space
2020 ICT investment of global smart campus
(excluding the North America Market)
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Traditional campus networks are mainly constructed by governments and real estate service providers. ICT-enabled
cloudification has created conditions for operators to enter the campus market and provide integrated ICT services. In particular,
centralized government subsidies promoting campus ICT cloudification encourage operators to build and develop campus cloud
services.
Campus ICT cloudification includes four scenarios: campus operation management; campus service; offices and communication;
and development, testing, and manufacturing simulation. This section describes campus operation management and campus
services.

Figure 4-8 Campus ICT cloud services
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1.Campus operation management
Campus operation management refers to constructing a centralized system to provide operation and management services to
enterprise campuses. The key for operators building a professional solution is to take advantages of networks and platforms,
and to integrate their ecosystem with the industry's top campus operation solution providers. They can provide comprehensive
ICT service packages.

Figure 4-9 Campus operation management
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2.Campus services
Campus services refer to the construction of campus-oriented portals and service apps, providing various self-service options
for campus enterprises. Operators also use network and platform advantages to build enterprise campus service alliances
through ecosystem development, and cooperate with industry-leading campus operation solution providers to provide highquality comprehensive services.

Figure 4-10 Campus services
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Cloudification of campus ICT services requires high bandwidth, low latency, and high security. Operators are well-suited to meet
these requirements.

Table 4-5 Service specifications for campus ICT cloudification

Scenario

Bandwidth

Latency

Security
Level

Category

Application

Campus operation management

Campus operation management system

High

Medium

High

Campus service

Campus portal

High

Low

High

E-commerce website

High

Low

High

Common/public file storage

Medium

Medium

Low

Office automation (OA)

Medium

Medium

Medium

Data sharing

Medium

Low

High

CRM

Medium

Medium

High

Enterprise ERP

High

Low

High

Finance ERP

High

Low

High

Enterprise communication

Enterprise communication

High

Low

High

Development, testing, and
manufacturing simulation

Professional software (development,
testing, and production)

Medium

Low

High

Office
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DR and Backup
In the cloud DR and backup scenario, the systems/applications and data on customers' private clouds are backed up in the
public cloud, including active-active DR, active-standby DR, and backup modes. Because many industries have DR and backup
requirements, the cloud DR and backup service development market is huge. MarketsandMarkets estimates that the market will
reach US$14.42 billion by 2022.

Figure 4-11 Cloud DR and backup services
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• Active-active DR to cloud: Set up data and applications shared with users' data centers in the cloud resource pool, and load
services at the same time.

• Active-standby DR to cloud: Copy user data and applications to the cloud resource pool and perform DR drills and switchover.
• Backup to cloud: Users can independently back up data from x86 physical machines and VMs to the cloud resource pool.
DR and backup have high requirements on network and cloud resources. Operators can fully use pipe advantages and provide a
transport solution that meets various DR and backup service requirements. In addition, they can extend services to DR services
through industry cooperation.

Table 4-6 Requirements on clouds and networks for DR and backup

Scenario
Category

DR

Backup

Service Specifications

Network
Requirements

Active-active DR

RPO=0
RTO=0
SLA=99.999%

Distance < 50 km
Bandwidth > 1 Gbit/s
Latency < 5 ms

Active-standby DR
(Database replication)

RPO<24h
RTO<24h
SLA=99.99%

Distance > 1000 km
Bandwidth > 100 Mbit/s
Latency < 30 ms

Active-standby DR
(Storage replication)

RPO<4h
RTO<4h
SLA=99.99%

Distance > 1000 km
Bandwidth > 1 Gbit/s
Latency < 30 ms

Inter-cloud backup/Intracloud backup

RPO<24h
RTO<24h
SLA=99.999%

Distance: not limited
Bandwidth: Mbit/s
Latency: not limited

Sub-scenario

Cloud Requirements

Supports only mainstream
data cluster architectures.
Support block storage, load
balancing, DNS, and BMS
services.

ECS
Object storage: hot storage,
warm storage, and cold
storage

Video Surveillance
Cloudification of video traffic, especially video surveillance, is a big opportunity for operators. Chinese national policies drive the
cloudification of video surveillance. The government requires that a public security video surveillance system with the following
features be deployed by 2020: all-domain coverage, entire network sharing, full time availability, and controllable throughout the
entire network. However, level-2 and level-3 video surveillance systems are independently built by various organizations, forming
information silos that result in low resource and data utilization. In addition, as video volume increases, enterprises encounter
issues such as insufficient equipment room space, long construction period, and slow service rollout. Each industry also needs
to use video surveillance services on demand based on cloud services.
Cloudified video surveillance requires video uploading, viewing, and playback; network-wide data sharing; and support for
intelligent applications such as post-event, real-time, and complex network analysis. The networks must provide secure, reliable,
and stable transport, and automatic measures are required for quick service deployment and expansion.

Table 4-7 Network specifications for video surveillance

Scenario

Bandwidth

Packet Loss Rate

Latency

1080p video surveillance

2 to 4 Mbit/s or higher

TCP transport: < 5%
UDP transport: 0

<150ms

4K video surveillance

8 Mbit/s or higher

TCP transport: < 5%
UDP transport: 0

<150ms
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4.1.4 Summary
Enterprise Applications to a Single Cloud
Figure 4-12 Enterprise applications to a single cloud
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In the initial stage, enterprise IT systems are deployed in a single cloud, involving the following three types of scenarios:

• SMEs purchase SaaS services from CSPs' or operators' public clouds and provide portal websites for external users through
their public cloud. To reduce costs, SMEs usually access public cloud services through Internet private lines.

• Operators provide campus ICT cloud services. SMEs directly access the SaaS services provided by operators through Internet
private lines or cloud private lines.

• Large enterprises deploy IT applications on their private clouds, and host the private clouds with operators. Enterprise
headquarters and branches access the private clouds through private lines, and Internet egresses are provided by operators.

Inter-cloud DR/Hybrid Interconnection
Figure 4-13 Inter-cloud DR/hybrid interconnection
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To deploy services quickly and cost-effectively, large enterprises gradually migrate private cloud DR, big data backup, and noncore systems to public clouds as these services develop. The deployment scenarios are as follows:

• DR and backup of private clouds are implemented on public clouds. For example, large enterprises use public clouds to
implement active/active or active/standby DR for private clouds, and hospitals use public clouds to store and back up images.

• Enterprises prefer the hybrid deployment of resources across private and public clouds. For example, an enterprise deploys
traditional core services and internal information systems in its private cloud, and external services or non-core information
systems on the public cloud. The clouds are connected through a private line, forming a hybrid cloud architecture. In addition,
the enterprise's video surveillance is deployed in the public cloud, and the public security video surveillance service is
deployed in the private cloud. A private line between the clouds forms a converged resource pool to allow data sharing.
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Enterprise Applications to Multiple Clouds
Figure 4-14 Enterprise applications to multiple clouds
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To improve service experience, enterprises gradually deploy their applications in multiple clouds. Cloudification of enterprise
applications will become inevitable. According to RightScale, more than 85% of enterprises plan to deploy their services in
multiple clouds. The typical application scenarios are as follows:

• The core systems are deployed in the private clouds or industry clouds at the edge. Internet applications and services
insensitive to network SLAs are deployed in the public clouds at the center.

• Applications can be distributed in different clouds according to the advantages of each.
• To avoid single-cloud risks, applications of the same type can be deployed on multiple clouds.

4.2 Transport Solutions
As cloudification of enterprise applications soars, operators are advised to build a target architecture of campus-oriented
transport; enrich industry applications and services through cooperating with industry peers; and attract customers through
integrated packaging of networks, clouds, and services. In addition, operators can launch specific cloud-based transport
solutions for key industries.

4.2.1 Target Architecture of Campus-oriented Transport
Build a target architecture of network-centric cloud aggregation and cloud-network synergy oriented to cloud-based transport.
This architecture should cater to enterprise application cloudification, construct a unified multi-cloud and multi-network
convergence platform, and leverage operators' existing wide-coverage and differentiated access pipe resources. The goal is to
provide competitive ICT integrated service solutions, fostering industry ecosystem development.

Figure 4-15 Target architecture of campus-oriented transport
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Multi-cloud and Multi-network Unified Aggregation Platform
Centered by the self-owned and third-party clouds deployed at edge and center nodes, use SR/EVPN technology to build a CXP,
DCI, and CAP integrated cloud convergence plane. This plane implements broad device-cloud aggregation and attracts more
traffic to operators' pipes.

• Cloud eXchange Platform (CXP): Establish cloud-network synergy for industry clouds and CSPs of all sizes to implement multicloud aggregation and transfer.

• DCI: Establish cloud-network synergy for small- and medium-sized CSPs and industry clouds, interconnecting clouds.
• Cloud Access Platform (CAP): Build cloud-pipe-device synergy for large and medium-sized enterprises, and enable private
lines and private networks to clouds.

All-scenario Differentiated Cloud Access
Operators can make full use of their diversified wired and wireless access resources to provide Internet-isolated differentiated
private line and private network access.

• Provide diamond-level cloud private line services based on MSTP/OTN/optical fibers for large enterprises.
• Provide high-level cloud private line services based on IPRAN/PTN for large enterprises.
• Based on PON + broadband MAN, provide cloud private line services superior to Internet services.
• Provide cloud dial-up VPN services based on VPDN for mobile terminals.

Intelligent Management, Control, and Maintenance
An intelligent management and control platform is introduced to ensure E2E differentiated service experience.

• Agile service provisioning: Support subscription to e-commerce products and intent-driven self-service subscription for
tenants. Services drive network connection automation, and elastic bandwidth can be used on demand.

• Service experience management and optimization: Support real-time perception and visualized management of tenant-level
E2E service experience. Through centralized path control, service experience can drive network connection self-optimization.

• Intelligent service O&M and management: Support self-service monitoring and O&M of tenant-level services. Intelligent O&M
analysis based on big data and AI enables automatic network fault detection, automatic service recovery, and identification of
abnormal traffic. This helps to proactively identify network faults and experience deterioration.

Extensive Industry Cloud Ecosystem
The core competitiveness of operators depends on their advantages in equipment rooms. Key characteristics include wide
coverage, network resources, and localized consultation, migration, maintenance, and services. Therefore, operators should
build an industry cloud solution oriented to superior-experience transport and service requirements. They should build a
multifunctional industry cloud ecosystem and use competitive industry cloud solutions to aggregate industry users into their
networks. In addition, operators can use a unified aggregation platform to aggregate the public clouds of various CSPs. This
allows enterprises to flexibly deploy their applications in multiple clouds through one private line, and flexibly purchase various
services at once.

• Build IaaS and PaaS platforms oriented to industry clouds and establish a unified architecture and open APIs for SaaS
integration.

• Build the network openness and NaaS service capabilities to aggregate a wide range of third-party CSPs.

4.2.2 Transport Solution for Enterprise Applications to a Single Cloud
Transport of Cloud Internet Applications
Figure 4-16 Transport of cloud Internet applications
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SMEs that provide portal websites or use cloud SaaS services through third-party public clouds only require traditional Internet
private line services. To improve data security, SMEs can select CEs that support IPSec, and purchase IPSec gateway services
from third-party CSPs. IPSec is then deployed between CEs and IPsec gateways to encrypt enterprise data for transmission.
In addition, operators can enrich SaaS service offerings on clouds through industry cooperation, providing enterprise-oriented
Internet private line + IPSec gateway + SaaS integrated services, ensuring unique competitive advantages.

Transport of Campus-oriented ICT Cloud Services
Figure 4-17 Transport of campus-oriented ICT cloud services
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For campus-oriented ICT cloud services, operators' first task is to build a unified architecture, build the IaaS and PaaS
capabilities, and integrate the SaaS ecosystem with campus ICT operation management through open APIs. Through industry
cooperation, operators should build competitive campus-oriented ICT cloud services.
Second, operators should provide differentiated private line services for enterprises based on their pipe advantages. For
example, operators can transmit the data of cost-sensitive enterprises securely through Internet private lines and IPSec
gateway services on clouds. For enterprises with high experience requirements, operators can provide private lines isolated from
the Internet to increase transmission security and reliability. In addition, operators can introduce intelligent management and
control platforms to provide automatic provisioning and on-demand private line services. Finally, operators can package private
lines and ICT cloud services to provide high-quality integrated ICT products.
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Transport of Hosted Enterprise Private Clouds
Figure 4-18 Transport of hosted enterprise private clouds
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For private clouds hosted by enterprises, operators should focus on provisioning differentiated on-demand private line services,
such as MSTP/OTN, IPRAN/PTN, and PON private lines. For example, they can provide MSTP/OTN private lines to enterprises that
are sensitive to latency and have high security requirements, provide IPRAN/PTN private lines to enterprises that are sensitive
to latency and have high security and reliability requirements, and provide Internet-isolated security assurance through PON
private lines to enterprises that are cost-sensitive and have high security requirements.
In addition, operators can provide an intelligent management and control platform for functions such as automatic provisioning
of private line services, dynamic QoS deployment, and on-demand bandwidth adjustment. This allows E2E service quality
visualized management and optimization, further improving service experience.

4.2.3 Inter-cloud DR/Hybrid Interconnection Solution
Inter-cloud Active-Active DR Solution
Figure 4-19 Architecture of the inter-cloud active-active DR solution
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Between inter-cloud active-active DR, operators need to use the OTN network to provide high bandwidth, high security, and
ultra-low latency integrated transport for service and storage data.
If active-active DR is implemented on an operator's public cloud, the operator can provide active-active DR services through
cooperation based on high-quality pipes. They can build an active-active DR service platform to manage and control of private
and public cloud resources DR services.

Inter-cloud Active-Standby DR Solution
Figure 4-20 Architecture of the inter-cloud active-standby DR solution
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Inter-cloud active-standby DR has low requirements on network indicators. Operators can use MPLS, IPRAN/PTN, MSTP/OTN
private lines, or Internet private lines to meet enterprises' unique interconnection requirements. In addition, operators can
provide an intelligent management and control platform for functions such as automatic provisioning of private line services,
dynamic QoS deployment, and on-demand bandwidth adjustment. This allows E2E service quality visualized management and
optimization, further improving service experience.
If an operator implements active-standby DR on their public cloud, the operator can provide active-standby DR services through
cooperation based on high-quality pipes. They can build an active-standby DR service platform to manage and control private
and public cloud resources and DR services.
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Transport of the Hybrid Cloud Interconnection Solution
Figure 4-21 Architecture of the hybrid cloud interconnection solution
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Based on enterprises' unique connection requirements, hybrid cloud transport can be implemented through IPRAN/PTN, MSTP/
OTN, and MPLS private lines, or Internet overlay private lines. In addition, operators can provide an intelligent management and
control platform for functions such as automatic provisioning of private line services, dynamic QoS deployment, and on-demand
bandwidth adjustment. This allows E2E service quality visualized management and optimization, further improving service
experience.
If a hybrid cloud is implemented on an operator's public cloud, the operator can provide high-quality transport channels and
unified hybrid cloud O&M through industry cooperation. In this way, they can set up a unified hybrid cloud service platform to
centrally manage and control private and public cloud resources and orchestrate hybrid cloud services.

4.2.4 Transport Solution for Enterprise Applications to Multiple Clouds
Figure 4-22 Multi-cloud access through one private line
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The network supports unified transport of Layer 2 and Layer 3 services, flexibly meeting enterprise cloud connection
requirements.
Through centralized network policy and path control, enterprise sites can access multiple clouds through one private line in a
flexible, transparent, and intelligent manner. For example, a site can access multiple application clouds, DR and backup clouds,
and active-active clouds. The network intelligently selects the optimal transport path to the target cloud accessed, and the
enterprise does not need to sense related details on the network or clouds. This simplifies enterprise deployment workload,
reduces the cost of private lines for enterprise service cloudification, and achieves optimal transport within operators' networks.

4.3 Summary
• To promote enterprise modernization, enterprise application cloudification is taking off around the world, bringing great

opportunities for operators' B2B private line service growth and new business expansion. Simultaneously, with the exponential
growth of connection service traffic and corresponding service requirements, operators face more and more challenges.

• Cloudification of enterprise applications will develop in three phases: cloudification of Internet applications, cloudification of
information systems, and cloudification of core systems.

• Operators can focus on cloudification of the following scenarios: healthcare, education, manufacturing, offices, campus ICT, DR
and backup, and video surveillance.

• To better promote cloud-oriented enterprise transformation, operators should immediately build a target architecture oriented

to cloud-based campus network transport, and build a multi-cloud and multi-network convergence platform to promote an
industry cloud ecosystem. Based on the unique service requirements of a scenario, operators should provide appropriate
solutions step by step.
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As increasingly extensive applications are developed for the campus industry, other industries are paying closer attention
to service experience and service quality. Operators need to build campus-oriented premium transport architectures and
solutions to provide optimal experience for campus applications.

5.1 Intelligent O&M
In addition to full-wireless, premium, and cloud-based transport, campus networks also need to support intelligent O&M. With
key technologies such as big data analytics and AI, automation, real-time sensing, and predictive maintenance implemented,
there is a shift from being network-centered to being more user- and service-centered, helping to bridge the gap between
networks and businesses.
The key is to build an intelligent management and control platform that consists of three engines: intent, automation, and
analysis & intelligence. As a bridge between business intent and network infrastructure, this platform then forms a closed-loop
system.

• Intent engine: Translates business intent into network language, simulating network design and planning.
• Automation engine: Changes network design and planning into specific network commands, which are performed by devices
automatically through standard interfaces.

• Analysis & intelligence engine: Uses technologies such as real-time telemetry to collect and analyze a user's network data,
such as the upstream and downstream Wi-Fi rate, latency, and packet loss rate. User privacy is not involved. It also provides
risk prediction and suggestions using algorithms such as AI and continuously upgrades the experience library.

Figure 5-1 Intelligent O&M
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The intelligent management and control platform provides full-lifecycle O&M management from the planning and deployment
stages to the actual O&M.

Unified management
1.Device Management
The platform supports the unified management, planning, deployment, and O&M of wired and wireless devices, such as PONs,
switches, routers, APs, and security devices, and metro/backbone network devices.

2.Service Management
• User management

The platform functions as a center for managing user authentication, authorization, and service policies. It interworks with
network devices to authenticate users and deliver policies. It also implements the unified management of wired and wireless
users and supports multiple user authentication modes, such as PPPoE, 802.1x, Portal, MAC, and VPN.

• Policy management

The platform supports the unified planning and management of security groups based on user identities, and defines security
groups and service policies on the platform. The policy matrix is used to manage service policies. Service policies and IP
addresses are decoupled without considering users' access locations and IP addresses, which simplifies the planning and
configuration workload significantly.

• Service management

The platform can be integrated with a third-party service management platform to provide multi-service management.

Intelligent Planning
1.Wi-Fi Networks
Planning a Wi-Fi network involves analyzing service requirements, performing target scenario surveys, simulating/evaluating
coverage scenarios, selecting equipment, planning the frequency and capacity, and determining the link budget. It is
recommended that the intelligent planning tool for Wi-Fi networks be introduced to improve the efficiency and precision of the
planning and to shorten the network construction period.
This planning tool presets multiple Wi-Fi coverage templates and empirical parameter values. It supports automatic AP
deployment using a professional automatic advertisement algorithm, supports the real-time simulation of field strength and
throughput heat maps, and automatically generates network planning reports.

2.Unified Network Topologies
The intelligent management and control platform plans network topologies in offline mode and also generates device
configuration files offline. This enables it to support plug-and-play deployment, reduce configuration errors during deployment,
and improve deployment efficiency.

3.Unified Service Policies
The intelligent management and control platform supports the unified planning of security groups and security group policies
based on user identities.

• Security groups: Can be bound to not only multiple authorization rules to indicate dynamic users, but also to multiple IP
addresses or IP network segments to indicate static resources.

• Security group policies: Includes permission control (network resource and inter-user access control) and experience
assurance (user bandwidth limiting, user priority scheduling, and user access priorities).
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Intelligent Deployment
1.Plug-and-play and Physical Network Automation
To avoid the time-consuming and error-prone process of manually recording ESN information, use the app on your mobile phone
to scan and automatically record it.
Before a network is deployed, the intelligent management and control platform plans the network topology offline and presets
devices. When a device is deployed, it obtains the platform address automatically and registers the device. The device obtains
the pre-configuration from the platform, implementing plug-and-play deployment and bringing the device online in minutes.
After the device is deployed, the platform supports automatic topology verification.

2.Aut omatic Network Virtualization, Using One Network for Multiple Purposes
Multiple virtual networks can be created on a campus fabric using VPN technologies, such as VXLAN. In this way, network-level
service isolation is achieved, and one network can be used for multiple purposes. The automatic control platform supports
automatic deployment of virtual networks so that services can be provisioned within minutes.

3.Adaptive and Automatic Policies
The intelligent management and control platform allows users to define network-wide policies based on their intent (users,
applications, and experience). It also converts policies into network configurations, and automatically delivers security groups
and service policies to network-wide policy execution points through standard interfaces. In the subsequent maintenance phase,
to implement an update on the entire network, users only need to modify the security groups or group policies on the platform.

4.Quick and Automatic Service Provisioning
The intelligent management and control platform introduces the intent and automation engines. By receiving business intents
and intent-driven automation for network infrastructure, the platform implements automatic service provisioning and the rapid
rollout of new services.

Refined O&M
The intelligent management and control platform introduces the analysis and intelligence engine to detect the network status
and service experience in real time, implementing predictive O&M enabled by big data and AI and ensuring a high-quality user
experience.

1.Real-time Visualization of Users and Applications
The iOAM and telemetry technologies measure the service performance in seconds, and the intelligent control platform and
intelligence engine provide analysis. These technologies provide tenant-level E2E network SLAs and sense the application status
in real time. In this way, user experience can be managed proactively, and fault prediction analysis and network self-healing can
be performed based on the real-time sensing of experience. User behaviors can also be recorded for user profiling.

2.Fault Prediction Analysis
Based on the dynamic optimization baseline of historical and real-time big data, the platform proactively identifies problems
such as weak coverage and roaming difficulties, explores common group features, and implements quick fault demarcation
and tracing. Using expert experience and multiple AI algorithms as a basis, the platform then predicts capacity bottlenecks and
network faults.

3.Network Self-healing and Enhanced Experience
The platform senses user application quality in real time for dynamic optimization, ensures key users and services, and improves
service experience. Finally, thanks to continuous learning on the live network, optimization policies are generated automatically.
This helps trigger the management and control platform to optimize the network, implements network self-healing, and builds
an easy-to-use network.

5.2 Intelligent Operations
Having smarter operations encourages extensive ecosystem cooperation and helps operators maximize their business value and
extend their services to industry applications.

Figure 5-2 Intelligent operations
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Open platform Architecture
It builds an open platform architecture oriented to industry applications, provides open APIs, supports integration with multiple
industry ecosystems, and builds an application ecosystem for users.
The open platform provides multi-service open APIs based on the following:

• Authentication and authorization APIs, including those for obtaining authorization results, and forced user logouts.
• Network automation APIs, including those for device configuration and SSID configuration.
• Network O&M APIs, including those for performance, alarm, and log data.
• Value-added data APIs, including those for terminals' received signal strength indicators (RSSI) and statuses.
Operators can integrate and innovate with partners through open APIs to enrich and improve industry applications and services,
and better support the digital transformation of various industries.

Ecosystem Cooperation and Value-added Operations
Through the open platform architecture and open APIs, Huawei cooperates with industry partners to develop diversified valueadded services for various industry applications, such as healthcare management, e-Schoolbag (a digital teaching method),
and customer flow analysis in shops and supermarkets. The open platform helps enterprises integrate with smart societies and
ultimately achieve commercial success.
Take commercial Wi-Fi value-added operations as an example. The open platform opens the Wi-Fi terminal's location data, user
authentication information, and Internet access logs through open APIs to implement value-added operations with partners and
achieve commercial success

• Location services: WLAN network positioning provides customers with services such as navigation and vehicle searching,
and improves the operational efficiency in shops by means of customer flow analysis, thereby providing data support for
operations.

• Advertisement push: Provides an ad placement platform for third parties to monetize traffic.
• User data analysis: Mines and analyzes user data, extracts attributes such as user preferences and behaviors, and describes
user profiles to provide data support for more precise marketing.

5.3 Summary
• The intelligent management and control platform and open platform architecture provide intelligent O&M and operations
based on big data and AI.

• It provides unified management, intelligent planning, and intelligent deployment of campus networks and services, as well as
refined O&M by means of services and applications.

• It also carries out extensive ecosystem cooperation by building an open platform architecture and open APIs, introducing new
services and agile value-added operations.
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